2014 ACDLITe Faculty eLearning Luncheon: post game analysis
Survey Results:

Q1: How organized was the event?


Answered: 24

Answer Choices –

Responses – number

Extremely organized 66.67%
Very organized

16

33.33%

8

Somewhat organized 0%

0

0%

0

Not at all organized 0%

0

Slightly organized

Q2 : How would you rate the content of Michael
Votava's talk as it relates to your job.


Answered: 24

Answer Choices –

Responses – Number

very relevant / useful

87.50%

moderately relevant / useful 12.50%
not very relevant / useful

0%

21
3
0

Q3: How would you rate the content of Paul
Wasko's talk as it relates to your job.


Answered: 24

Answer Choices –

Responses –

Number

54.17%

13

moderately relevant / useful 41.67%

10

very relevant / useful

not very relevant / useful

4.17%

1

Q4 : In general, how would you rate the
content of the information presented as it
relates to your job.


Answered: 24
Answer Choices –

very relevant / useful

Responses – Number
70.83%

moderately relevant / useful 29.17%
not very relevant / useful

0%

17
7
0

Q5 : Was the event...



Answered: 23
Skipped: 1
Answer Choices –

Responses – Number

better than what you expected 69.57%

16

about what you were expecting 30.43%

7

worse than you were expecting 0%

0

Q6: Overall how satisfied were you with the
event?
Answered: 24
Answer Choices –

Responses – Number

Very satisfied

66.67%

16

satisfied

25%

6

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 8.33%

2

dissatisfied

0%

0

very unhappy

0%

0

Q7 : Are there any topics that you would
have preferred over the Academic Integrity
topic that we chose this year, and if so, please
list them so we may plan for future sessions?



Answered: 10
Skipped: 14



--The topic was very interesting. I would also like to continue the discussion on
ePortfolios.
Technology in the classroom
This topic was valuable but there are many others that would be as well. Anything related
to working with distance students, best practices for teaching (online and off), etc. would
be great.
Academic Integrity was helpful. I'm familiar with that topic because I serve on the
committee, but it is helpful to get a refresher. More faculty should know what Michael
does and the importance of reporting cases of dishonesty.














tech infrastructure and support for academic programs, projcts, and course delivery current capacity and future planning
The main issue missing in the academic integrity discussion, as indicated in the data, is
that most of our students DO NOT Cheat.
This was an excellent topic, and ACDLT always chooses great topics, so I have every
confidence next year will also be just what faculty need.
For an event sponsored by this group, I would love to see a bit more of a technology
"angle" on the topic. For example, even if Academic Integrity was the topic having
someone with a bit more experience and expertise in innovative ways to promote that
online.
Topis were relevant and useful. Woulds also like successful elearning strategies examples
from faculty.
Integrity and DSS

Q8 : Would you attend this event if it was
offered again ( with different topics)?



Answered: 24
Skipped: 0

Answer Choices –

Responses – Number
70.83%

yes

yes, but it would depend on the topic 29.17%
0%

no

17
7
0

Q9 : Do you have any additional comments
you would like to make regarding the Faculty
eLearning Luncheon that you attended? If
so, feel free to elaborate below.



Answered: 18
Skipped: 6






















It was informative, interesting, and very enjoyable. Thank you
Good job
I thought it was wonderful. I loved the opportunity to connect with other faculty members
informally at the lunch tables and I appreciated the content.
I thought it was going to be more training-oriented and less of a general overview about
portfolios and academic integrity. Thanks for the invitation.
In a time of cutting costs, the faculty at my table were concerned about the need for eportfolios and the topic was way less important than campus safety and what Michael
Votava had to say. He could have done the whole program on campus Care Team and
safety information.
very pleasant gathering; good collegial exchange of ideas
It was wonderful...:)
Thank you - it was time well spent and much appreciated!
Paul might want to consider talking about pedogagy (androgagy) rather than tools.
It was a treat! I really enjoyed it!
Thank you so much. It was very interesting and well done.
Thanks for this excellent faculty event delivered in a comfortable setting with very
relevant information.
Thank you for organizing this excellent luncheon. I was delighted when I applied late, but
was still able to attend.
The culinary program did an outstanding job as always.
The event was put together very well; nicely organized, lunch was wonderful. Although
the topics were good, I heard very similar information that Michael Votava presented a
couple of years ago when the UAA those data on academic honesty was coming out I
believe. The ePortfolio information was good, but also something that feels like it's been
covered a lot in the past. Again, great job with putting the event together; I just didn't
really feel like I walked away with anything new from the topics.
Great food!
It was an excellent event! Really enjoy meeting people across the campus.
I am glad that I attended. It was very informative and I hope to be working with
eportfolios soon.

